In this research, to analyze acceptance factor for Sharp (#) Mail solution and service with initial experienced users. unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) suggested by Venkatesh (2003) was used as the base and use intention influential factor and factors of security, habit, and law/system were added.
Introducing and Related Studies
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) was announced in Venkatesh et al.'s article in MIS Quarterly in 2003. With a theoretical background of UTAUT aiming to explain the use intention and use behavior of information system users, the theory considers 8 models related to technology acceptance, suggesting 4 core construct concepts (i.e. performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions) by integrating 32 construct concepts revealed significant in the existing research out of 8 models [1] . UTAUT is applied to many different areas such as information technology and ICT areas. Although many different preceding research on information technology and service using UTAUT models, no or few research [2, 3, 4] was conducted regarding Sharp(#) Mail.
Research Model

Conceptual Research Model and Hypotheses
To answer the question "What factors affect use intention of experienced users of Sharp (#) Mail and what causal relations exist between these?", this research introduced the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) suggested by Venkatesh (2003) , through literature review, along with fundamental measurement variables and security, habit and law/system improvement factors to be suitable for the purpose of this research. And, to verify if behavioral intention is affected, a research model was set up as in [ Figure 1 ]. 
Definition of Research Variables
The composition concepts used and measured in this research used measurement items whose reliability and feasibility were verified in the preceding researches and, in this section, Performance expectancy, Effort expectancy, Social influence, Acceleration condition and Security were set as independent variables to analyze the relation between states of certain variables and variables. 
Test and Analysis
Applicability of structural model evaluates variance explanation power (R2) of structural concept, and also evaluates significance of path coefficient (β) expressing causal relationship information between two variables through structural equation analysis.
Hypotheses verification in [ Table 2 ] shows slight differences from such factors affecting behavioral intention and use behavior as suggested by [5] . 
Conclusion
In the case of experienced users of Sharp Mail, analysis showed that unlike suggestions of [5] . the social influence factor was not significant as a factor affecting use intention whereas security factor exerted significant influence on behavioral intention as a characteristic in internet. Also, analysis showed that habit factor exerted significant influence on behavioral intention, which may be explained by the reasoning that as Sharp Mail is internet-based the habit of using other internet-based solution can be applied to Sharp Mail. Considering that legal system improvement factor was a significant factor explaining acceleration condition, such conclusion that Sharp Mail use activity by users can be accelerated if legal and systematic aspect is strengthened for Sharp Mail vitalization may be derived. In conclusion, considering the media characteristics of using internet and the reality of being used in relation to work, as for Sharp Mail, such practical implication that legal and systematic support and improvement, including self-regulating competition and effort to expand international base, are necessary for vitalization of Sharp Mail may be suggested.
